Introduction {#sec1}
============

Advancements in gene therapy and approval of products for retinal dystrophy and lipoprotein lipase deficiency reinforce the promises to treat challenging disorders ranging from hereditary, infectious, metabolic, cardiovascular, and ophthalmologic to various cancer types.[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6] The use of viruses as carriers of genetic products requires extensive and in-depth understanding of viral vectors starting from viral preparation until clinical employment.[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10] The viral preparations must be strictly quality assessed[@bib11]^,^[@bib12] for exclusion of any viral or cellular contaminants and impurities to exclude any immunogenic effects. Additionally, during the pre-clinical and clinical settings, viral gene therapy should be closely monitored for any insertional mutagenesis effects.[@bib13]^,^[@bib14] Analyzing and tracking viral integration events within the host genome helps to estimate the likelihood of viral vector safety in relevance to deregulation of any tumor suppressor or oncogene.[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] Certain vectors, for example adeno-associated viruses (AAVs), are susceptible to vector-vector rearranged junction formation.[@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20] Therefore, elucidating vector-vector breakpoint fusions is important in enhancing the understanding of viral vectors.

Here, we present a comprehensive toolkit for the analysis of viral gene therapy data starting from the analysis of viral vector preparations or any contaminant estimations to the pre-clinical and clinical monitoring of vector-vector or vector-host fusions. Various tools are available that deal with the vector-host fusions or integration site (IS) analysis, in the context of viral cancers mainly[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25] and in gene therapy focusing on PCR-based methods as linear-amplification-mediated (LAM) PCR[@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31] and targeted sequencing.[@bib28] However, here, our aim is to provide an easy-to-use tool suite that can provide multiple analyses, including contaminant distribution within the data, intra-viral vector fusion events that were not previously addressed by available methods, and viral-genome fusion events in whole-genome sequencing (WGS) or targeted sequencing data. In addition, we aimed for the analysis of multiple viral vectors simultaneously within a single sample. The analysis modes of VSeq-Toolkit can be used independently or jointly for reliable and precise characterization and estimation of contaminants and their frequency, vector-vector, and vector-genome fusion distributions. Our method is designed for Illumina short read paired-end (PE) data and can be reliably used for the pre-clinical assessment to clinical monitoring of viral vectors risk and safety profiles.

Results {#sec2}
=======

To evaluate the reliability and accuracy of VSeq-Toolkit ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), *in silico* datasets generated for each respective analysis mode were analyzed. The 250 bp PE dataset D1 comprising of 6,000 reads was analyzed with contaminant analysis mode, which was able to detect all respective sequences correctly, including 1,550 and 800 contaminant one and two sequences, respectively, 1,750 vector sequences, and 1,900 reads from human genome assembly (hg38) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Similarly, D2 and D3 *in silico* datasets were analyzed with vector-vector and vector-host fusion analysis modes, respectively. The vector-vector breakpoints of 250 bp PE reads were accurately identified for each vector reference sequence. Vector-host fusion analysis mode also identified all fusion event reads in 250 bp PE data ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A; [Data S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The datasets comprising of contaminant, vector-vector, and vector-host 150 bp PE reads were also evaluated that showed similarly high precision and recall values. Additionally, D1A, D2A, and D3A datasets with 0.25% error rates were analyzed in a similar manner and showed reliability of toolkit modes ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). We estimated the percentages of read pairs (contaminant analysis) or fusion events (vector-vector and vector-host) within ± 3 bp of the expected position. In case of contaminant analysis mode (D1), all read-pair positions were detected at the expected position, whereas in case of vector-vector (D2) and vector-host (D3) modes, approximately \>76% fusion breakpoint positions were detected at expected positions, 19% within ± 1 bp difference and 3.5%--4.5% in ± 2 bp of expected positions ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 1Schematics of Basic VSeq-Toolkit WorkflowThe VSeq-Toolkit is comprised of five modules with three main analysis modes. The input module takes FASTQ paired-end reads, and the pre-processing module performs the quality filtering and trimming. The contaminant analysis mode allows simultaneous detection of contaminants or vector in the sample along with their respective distribution and fragment size statistics. The vector-vector fusion mode provides the analysis of vector rearranged breakpoint events. The vector-genome fusion mode analyzes the distribution of vector integration sites within the host genome.Figure 2Performance and Reliability Evaluation of VSeq-Toolkit Modes on *In Silico* Datasets(A) Statistical measures, recall and precision estimation on *in silico* datasets are depicted here. Each mode of VSeq-Toolkit; contaminant analysis, vector-vector fusion, and vector-host fusion is evaluated with respective *in silico* datasets without errors D1, D2, and D3 and with 0.25% error rate D1A, D2A, and D3A. (B) The histogram represents the percentages of detected read pair positions (in contaminant analysis mode on D1) or fusion positions (in vector-vector analysis mode on D2 and vector-host analysis mode on D3) within a ± 3 bp range of the expected positions. For each dataset, both the positions were evaluated for each read pair (in contaminant analysis mode) or each fusion event region (in vector-vector and vector-host analysis modes).

We had additionally analyzed experimental datasets from previously published studies. The S1 experimental dataset,[@bib28] i.e., a control lentiviral vector (LV) sample with three known vector-genome ISs, was evaluated with vector-host fusion mode. Similarly, AAV-based publicly available samples[@bib32] S2 and S3 were analyzed to mainly show the performance of vector-vector fusion analysis mode. In the case of S1 sample of about 37 million reads, the three expected vector-genome integration events were accurately identified with significantly high sequence count numbers ([Data S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the case of LV sample, as expected, no significant vector-vector fusions were detected, and only one breakpoint was detected, which could be most likely an experimental artifact sequence. On the other hand, the AAV-based samples S2 and S3, comprising of 5,561,416 and 2,540,471 reads, respectively, were analyzed to show the performance of vector-vector fusion analysis mode. The significant numbers of vector-vector breakpoints were detected in both samples, mainly at the inverted terminal repeat (ITR) regions, as shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the breakpoints were evaluated by considering zero and one as a cutoff value for sequence count.Figure 3Distribution of Vector-Vector Breakpoint JunctionsThe vector-vector fusion breakpoints analyzed in the two experimental datasets S2 and S3 are presented here. The x axis represents the vector reference, and the y axis represents the frequency of breakpoint positions in a logarithmic scale. The dashed line represents the cutoff value of one for fusion sequence count. The breakpoints are accumulated mainly in the ITR regions.

We have also evaluated the computational time efficiency of each mode of VSeq-Toolkit on *in silico* datasets DS1.1, DS2.1, and DS3.1 for contaminant, vector-vector, and vector-host fusion analysis modes, respectively ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Each of these datasets consists of 100k reads (250 bp PE). Additionally, we have also evaluated the time consumption for analyzing experimental datasets S1 (for vector-host fusions), and S2 and S3 (for vector-vector fusions). The S1 dataset of about 37 million reads was analyzed for vector-host fusions in 71 min. The S2 and S3 (about 5.5 and 2.5 million reads) were analyzed for vector-vector fusions within less than 12 and 6 min, respectively ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). The S1 dataset was 100 bp PE, whereas S2 and S3 were 250 bp PE.Figure 4Computational Performance of VSeq-Toolkit Modes(A) Representation of run time for contaminant analysis, vector-vector, and vector-host fusion analysis modes of VSeq-Toolkit on respective *in silico* datasets D1.1, D2.1, and D3.1, each comprising of 100k reads. (B) Time consumption for the S1 experimental dataset, comprising of approximately 37 million reads analyzed by vector-host fusion (mode 3), and for the S2 and S3 experimental datasets, consisting of about 5.5 and 2.5 million reads, respectively, with vector-vector fusion analysis (mode 2). (C) Time taken by different processing steps of vector-host analysis mode for the S1 dataset (VH1, quality control; VH2, vector-genome mapping; VH3, extraction of vector-genome candidates; VH4, selection and processing; VH5, parameter based estimation and filtering; VH6, clustering, annotation, and results generation). (D) Time consumed per each main module of vector-vector fusion analysis mode for S2 and S3 datasets (VV1, quality control; VV2, vector mapping; VH3, extraction of potential vector-vector reads; VV4, selection, filtering, and processing; VV5, parameter estimation and feature designation; and VV6, results generation).

Additionally, we measured the time consumption per each main module of the toolkit for vector-host (S1 dataset) and vector-vector (S2 and S3 datasets) analysis modes. In case of vector-host analysis for S1, the highest time is consumed by mapping step, followed by quality check ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). In vector-vector analysis the major time consumption was in quality check module followed by mapping ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

We have described VSeq-Toolkit, which combines the functionalities to cover a range of viral gene therapy data analysis requirements at one platform in a comprehensive and computationally efficient manner. It provides specific modes for analyzing contaminants distribution, vector-vector rearranged junctions, and vector-genome breakpoint distribution in high-throughput sequencing data. The toolkit allows characterization of the contaminants in viral preparations along with determination of their respective frequencies and fragment sizes. The vector-vector fusion analysis mode allows characterization of vector breakpoint events. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, no tools are available so far that are specifically designed and evaluated for vector breakpoint distribution profiling for gene therapy data.

The viral-genome fusion mode of the toolkit helps to unravel the distribution of ISs of vectors within the respective genomes. Although a wide range of tools are available for IS analysis specifically suitable for LAM-PCR[@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31] and targeted or WGS with focus on viral cancers[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25] and gene therapy.[@bib28] Here, we provide the analysis of different aspects of gene therapy data with a single toolkit for WGS or targeted sequencing data. VSeq-Toolkit provides an added advantage that both vector-vector fusions and vector-genome integration events can be investigated together. At the first stage, vector-vector breakpoint reads are analyzed, followed by vector-genome fusion events analysis. The exclusion of vector-vector fusions at the first step increases the specificity of subsequent vector-genome distribution analysis, along with providing a useful and detailed vector breakpoint profile. In contrast to the available viral IS tools, the vector-fusion mode of our toolkit investigates in depth not only the genomic part of the fusion read, but also the vector region that provides a more transparent view of vector positions and their distribution. Furthermore, as compared to the other available methods,[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]^,^[@bib28] the toolkit modes allow analysis of multiple viral references within a sample concurrently. This feature has broader implications for analysis of viral cancers as well.

We have evaluated each analysis mode of toolkit with *in silico* datasets and have shown the reliability and accuracy of our method. Additionally, we depicted the performance of analysis modes on LV and AAV experimental datasets. The toolkit is easy to use and allows multiple adjustable parameters that can be tailored according to analysis requirements. Additionally, the specificity and sensitivity levels for selection of reads are user adjustable. A range of other configurable parameters are also provided, including minimum vector or genome region length, maximum number of non-mapped or overlapped bases between the fusion events, the minimum identity percentage of each fusion event region, etc. In the case of vector-host IS analysis, the clustering of reads based on genomic positions can be performed within the required range. The results are reported in an easy-to-read format for the end-user with detailed information by each respective mode. The toolkit can be employed with any host genome or viral vector sequence as reference.

In-depth analysis of various dimensions of gene therapy data is an important step to assess safety and efficacy of viral-vector based gene therapy. VSeq-Toolkit provides a compact workflow to analyze contaminant distribution, viral vector breakpoint profiles, and viral-genome ISs in a reliable and highly time-efficient way. It additionally has broader implications in analyzing next-generation sequencing data for the presence of viral and non-viral contaminants. Moreover, it allows investigation of data from insertional mutagenesis screens, viral cancers, and infectious diseases.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Toolkit {#sec4.1}
-------

The input module of VSeq-Toolkit accepts FASTQ PE data that is processed initially with the quality-control module for quality filtering of reads and trimming of sequencing adapters with skewer.[@bib33] In the next step, data is processed, based on user requirements, through one or all of the main analysis modes: contaminant analysis, vector-vector fusion analysis, and vector-host fusion analysis ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The contaminant analysis mode characterizes the undesired known contaminants and estimates their abundance. The filtered and trimmed dataset is first mapped with the reference genome by the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) MEM aligner.[@bib34] Multiple potential contaminants can be provided as a concatenated single reference file, if desired, along with vector or host genome sequences. In the next steps, the sequence alignment/map (SAM)[@bib35] file is processed for duplicates removal with Samtools, and correctly mapped read pairs are selected for further processing. Subsequently, the distribution of each contaminant sequence, vector, and host is analyzed, and frequency values are calculated. The fragment size distribution for the contaminants and vector or host genome references is estimated from the SAM file for the final processed subset of reads. The read number are estimated within six categories of fragment sizes, ranging from less than 50 to greater than 1,000. At the final step, the contaminant sequences are removed from the actual raw data files, and cleaned FASTQ files are generated for further investigation either by external tools or VSeq-Toolkit.

The second mode of vector-vector fusion analysis is designed to detect the rearranged vector sequence breakpoints. The first step of this analysis mode performs mapping of reads with single or multiple combined vector references. In the subsequent steps, the soft-clip reads are extracted and potential vector-vector fusion reads within the same vector reference are selected. These are filtered further based on the user configurable stringency levels. The candidate reads are then processed in the next steps to determine individual vector-vector breakpoint positions that undergo a next round of final selection based on user-adjustable parameters for minimum length, identity, and maximum overlap or distance among fused regions. Finally, the detailed information about each fusion breakpoint is generated in the result files.

In the vector-host fusion analysis mode, the first module performs mapping of data with the combined host and vector reference sequences. The soft-clipped read pairs with alternative mapping with either vector or genome are extracted, and genome-genome rearranged reads are excluded at this stage. This subset of reads is subsequently processed for selection of correctly mapped read pairs, followed by a number of steps leading to the determination of the exact fusion junction positions for vector and genome regions. Similar to vector-vector fusion mode, the vector-genome final fusion reads are also filtered based on user-customizable parameters. Each of the viral vector-genome files is then processed for position-based clustering followed by annotation with custom scripts and bedtools.[@bib36] Finally, the resulted IS output per each vector type is concatenated and provided as a result file.

In sensitive mode for vector-vector and vector-host fusion analysis, the sequencing reads that do not show alternative mapping are processed with a more sensitive remapping module to rescue candidate fusions. In all three modes, each sequence is tagged with a unique and non-unique label, based on either a read pair (first mode) or the regions of a read that contribute to afusion event (second and third modes) is mapped uniquely or non-uniquely in the respective reference.

Datasets {#sec4.2}
--------

We generated *in silico* datasets for analyzing the performance of all three modes of VSeq-Toolkit. For contaminant analysis mode, the *in silico* dataset was designed by extracting random sequences from two reference sequences regarded as contaminants, a vector reference and hg38. A random region of 500 bp length was extracted from each of the aforementioned references. The 250 bp PE dataset comprising of a total of 6,000 reads (D1) was designed that includes 1,550 and 800 read pairs for first and second contaminant sequences, respectively. In addition, the dataset contains 1,750 vector reads and 1,900 reads from hg38. For vector-vector fusion analysis, the *in silico* dataset was created by randomly extracting the sequences of 500 bp from the two different vectors to create 250 bp PE end data, then we excluded 50 bp region from these reads and inserted a known vector region to simulate vector-vector fusion reads. This dataset is comprised of 215 reads (D2) from each of the first and second vectors. For vector-host fusion analysis, 19,550 random sequences were extracted from the hg38 genome and 250 PE reads were created. For each vector type, different regions of the vector were selected and introduced within the reads, resulting in final dataset of 19,550 reads (D3). Furthermore, these datasets were simulated with 0.25% errors to generate D1A, D2A, and D3A datasets, respectively, for each mode. The vector-vector and vector-host datasets were generated with 150 bp PE read lengths as well. In addition, we also generated in a similar manner DS1.1 (comprising reads from two contaminants and one vector sequence, excluding hg38), DS2.1, and DS3.1 for contaminant analysis, vector-vector, and vector-host fusion modes, respectively. Each of these datasets was comprised of 100k reads to evaluate the time-efficiency for each VSeq-Toolkit analysis mode.

The analysis was performed on *in silico* datasets with respective modules, and basic statistical measures, including precision and recall, were estimated. An event is considered true positive if it lies within ± 3 bp of the expected position, false negative if any event is not detected by the respective module of the toolkit, and false positive if other than the expected positions are reported. In the case of vector-vector and vector-genome fusion analysis, the statistical-measures estimation takes into account both positions of the fusion event, i.e., the position of both vector regions that makes one fusion event in the case of vector-vector analysis, and in the case of the vector-genome, the fusion positions of vector as well as genomic regions are taken into account.

Additionally, we have analyzed the experimental datasets to depict the reliability and performance of vector-vector and vector-host fusion modes of the toolkit. We have analyzed a control sample of LV-transduced HeLa cells with three integration events comprising of approximately 37 million PE reads reported in a previous study.[@bib28] In this study, we have regarded this sample as S1. Furthermore, we have analyzed two publicly available datasets (SRR7085814 and SRR7085812)[@bib32] with AAV generated by targeted enrichment sequencing (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/study/?acc=SRP144114>). Here, in this work, we refer to these samples as S2 and S3, respectively.
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